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This article provides a new, more comprehensive view

of event-related brain dynamics founded on an

information-based approach to modeling electro-

encephalographic (EEG) dynamics. Most EEG research

focuses either on peaks ’evoked’ in average event-

related potentials (ERPs) or on changes ’induced’ in the

EEG power spectrum by experimental events. Although

these measures are nearly complementary, they do not

fully model the event-related dynamics in the data, and

cannot isolate the signals of the contributing cortical

areas. We propose that many ERPs and other EEG fea-

tures are better viewed as time/frequency pertur-

bations of underlying field potential processes. The

new approach combines independent component anal-

ysis (ICA), time/frequency analysis, and trial-by-trial

visualization that measures EEG source dynamics with-

out requiring an explicit head model.

Scalp EEG signals are produced by partial synchroniza-
tion of neuronal-scale field potentials across areas of cortex
of centimetre-squared scale. Although once viewed by
some as a form of brain ‘noise’, it appears increasingly
probable that this synchronization optimizes relations
between spike-mediated ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’ com-
munication, both within and between brain areas. This
optimization might have particular importance during
motivated anticipation of, and attention to, meaningful
events and associations – and in response to their
anticipated consequences [1–3]. This new view of cortical
and scalp-recorded field dynamics requires a new data
analysis approach. Here, we suggest how a combination of
signal processing and visualization methods can give a
more adequate model of the spatially distributed event-
related EEG dynamics that support cognitive events.

Traditional analysis of event-related EEG data pro-
ceeds in one of two directions. In the time-domain
approach, researchers average a set of data trials or epochs
time-locked to some class of events, yielding an ERP
waveform at each data channel. The frequency-domain
approach averages changes in the frequency power spec-
trum of the whole EEG data time locked to the same events,
producing a two-dimensional image that we call the event-
related spectral perturbation (ERSP; see Box 1).

Neither ERP nor ERSP measures of event-related data
fully model their dynamics. Imagine, by analogy, a
snapshot of a seashore view created by averaging together
a large number of snapshots taken at different times. This

average snapshot would not show the waves! Similarly,
ERP averaging filters out most of the EEG data, leaving
only a small portion phase-locked to the time-locking
events (see Box 1). The ERP and ERSP are nearly
complementary. Oscillatory (ERSP) changes ‘induced’ by
experimental events can be poorly represented in, or
completely absent from the time-domain features of the
ERP ‘evoked’ by the same events [4], and vice versa. But
even together, the ERP and ERSP do not fully capture the

Box 1. Concepts and terms

EEG phase: The phase of an EEG wave train or packet at a best-fitting

frequency is determined by the latencies of its features relative to a

reference event. For example, a wave in sine phase at the reference

event is positive-going, whereas a wave at cosine phase reaches its

positive peak there, etc. Phase is a circular measure.

EEG phase resetting: Imagine a set of data trials time locked to

unexpected events, and a selected analysis frequency. Prior to the

events, the distribution of EEG phase across trials should be uniform

around the phase circle. Following the events, however, the EEG

phase distribution can become lopsided. If it now has only one value,

the signal has become completely ‘phase-locked’ to the events. This

imbalance could be produced by the simple addition of an ERP of

fixed polarity (and phase) to each trial, or by transient perturbation of

the phase of synchronized local field activity within cortical EEG

source areas. Such non-linear ‘phase resetting’ occurs in many

dynamic and biological model systems [20]. A well-known example

is the shifting of the phase of the sleep-wake schedule by early-

morning exposure to bright light.

ERP: event-related potential, a 1-D time series of mean potential

deviations (in mV) from baseline.

ERP image: a 2-D (trial-by-latency) image of the color-coded trial

waveforms sorted in order of some variable of interest (see Figure 2).

ERSP: event-related spectral perturbation, a 2-D (frequency-by-

latency) image of mean change in spectral power (in dB) from

baseline (see Figure 1).

ICA: independent component analysis, a statistical linear decompo-

sition of the data into a sum of components with fixed scalp maps,

such that each of the components contributes as much distinct

information to the data as possible. ICA methods were introduced in

France in the early 1990s [47,48]. First applications followed to EEG

[25,28], MEG [34,49,50] and many other types of data [26]. Infomax

ICA [28,29] first transforms the data non-linearly to spread it out, then

adjusts the single-channel data axes gradually to make the data

points still more evenly distributed, like molecules of gas in a box.

The data components specified by the final axis directions are

maximally independent.

ITC: inter-trial coherence, a 2-D (frequency-by-latency) image of the

strength (0 to 1) of phase locking of the EEG signals to the time-

locking events (see Figure 1).

PCA: principal component analysis, a deterministic linear decompo-

sition of the data into a sum of components with fixed orthogonal

scalp maps, such that each successive component accounts for as

much of the remaining data variance as possible.
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mean event-related dynamics expressed in the data. For
example, event-related changes in the distribution of
oscillatory EEG phase (see Box 1) produce ERP features
[5], but ERPs do not indicate the strength of this phase-
locking in the EEG data.

EEG sources

Basic facts about cortical physiology allow some predic-
tions about the cortical sources of EEG signals. Cortex has
a very high density of local connections [6] and is
electrically far from the scalp, so sources of EEG signals
are most probably compact regions of cortex whose local
field activities at the neuronal scale are similarly oriented
by cortical geometry and partially synchronized at the
cm2-scale, thereby producing far-field EEG signals that
reach the scalp by volume conduction [7]. Although a
simple model (for alternatives, see [8–11]), this concept
of an EEG source is generally compatible with cortical
physiology [9,12,13] and with the EEG results we
describe below.

Every EEG measure best fits a model of EEG dynamics
that might be called its associated ‘brain view’.

The ERP brain view

ERPs were originally associated with a sequential,
‘bottom-up’ view of brain processing of sensory stimulus
events. In this view, the signs of this processing were
considered to be the reliable sequence of brief, monophasic
‘evoked’ potential peaks captured in sensory-evoked ERPs,
plus ‘random background’ EEG processes whose phase
distributions were independent of, and totally unaffected
by experimental events. Recent neurophysiological evi-
dence, however, strongly supports the importance of early
and concurrent ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’ signaling
during active perception, even in primary sensory cortex
[14,15]. The relative temporal ‘compactness’ of cortex
means that activity in several source areas can contribute
to each ERP feature later than a few tens of ms after
stimulus onsets. Each cortical source can also contribute to
more than one ERP peak [15].

Is the brain baseline flat?

Contrary to the typically flat appearance of the pre-
stimulus ERP baseline, EEG signals (and the cortex itself)
are typically neither silent nor disengaged before exper-
imental events. Post-stimulus increases in the relative
proportion of positive or negative EEG potential values,
across trials, produce ERP features – independent of
whether or not EEG signal energy is increasing or
decreasing [5,16]. This is again contrary to the visual
impression given by ERPs that ‘stimulus-evoked’ activity
arises from a static activity baseline.

Problem of definition

In essence, averaging EEG data trials collapses their rich
event-related dynamics into a single statistical measure,
the ERP, discarding in the process much of the dynamic
information contained in the original data. At root,
although contrary to usual assumption, the ERP average
is not defined in single trials, and any ERP feature might
be absent from, or appear differently in, any or all of the

single trials used to compute it. This apparent disconnect
between ERPs and the EEG data from which they are
derived has separated ERP from other EEG research for
decades.

The ERSP brain view

Here, the EEG data recorded at each scalp channel and
frequency are considered to be ongoing EEG rhythmic
activity whose frequency power spectrum is transiently
modulated or perturbed, for example by event-related
acetylcholine, norepinephrine and/or serotonin signals
[17,18]. However, the activities of the cortical EEG sources
can be concurrently modulated by more than one such
process, and again each scalp electrode records a weighted
mixture of different cortical sources. Thus, a single peak or
valley in an ERSP image might index the combined effects
of multiple processes modulating the activities of several
EEG sources that project to the recording electrode. Also,
EEG polarity, positive or negative, does matter [19], but
the ERSP ignores it. In particular, the ERSP brain view
ignores the possibility of event-related phase resetting (see
Box 1) of ongoing activity by experimental events [20].

Both these ‘brain views’ ignore two important facts:
(1) Spatial mixing
The accurate interpretation of ERP and ERSP measures is
strongly compromised by signal mixing at the electrodes
produced by volume conduction. Each scalp electrode
indiscriminately records the sum of all the potentials
conducted to it from both cortical and non-brain sources
(eyes, muscle, etc.). When, as is often the case, the different
source potentials arriving at the same electrode have
different signs, they cancel rather than sum and thus are
not accurately represented in the ERP and ERSP or in the
raw EEG.
(2) Phase resetting
Following unexpected experimental events, the expected
uniform random distribution, across trials, of the phase of
the EEG activity at one or more frequencies can partially
collapse. Such partial ‘phase resetting’ induced by events
contributes to the ERP without any increase in EEG
power. For example, prolonged posterior ‘alpha-ringing’
can appear in a visual stimulus ERP through phase
resetting of central occipital alpha activity [5]. However,
the similarities between ERP potential maps of and EEG
power maps [5], as well as many results of the analysis
approach we outline below, suggest that partial phase-
resetting of ongoing EEG processes contributes to many
ERP features.

New models, new measures

A novel approach to EEG (and/or, equally, to magnetoen-
cephalographic or MEG) data analysis applies trial-by-
trial visualization and time/frequency analysis to the
extracted activities of cortical EEG sources that are first
identified and spatially separated not on the basis of ERP
or ERSP scalp distributions, but by the unique temporal
information they contribute to the whole recorded signals.
Brain dynamic responses to events are then modeled as
transient perturbations of the ongoing EEG activities of
these sources.
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Independent component analysis

Spatial filters that highlight spatially coherent local field
activity at a given brain location can be constructed for
high-density MEG [21–23] and EEG [7] data. However, to
separate the recorded data into functionally distinct local
field processes, one must either know the locations of the
cortical patches supporting them or else determine these
locations by the distinctiveness of their activities. Directly
inverting the recorded scalp field maps are not the answer
because any such map can be generated by a large number
of different multi-source models. When the number of
active sources is quite small, biophysical inverse methods
can successfully separate them by identifying them as
global or local directions of maximum variance in the data
[24]. Unfortunately, however, even the severe data
reduction produced by ERP averaging might not suffi-
ciently reduce the number of cortical sources contributing
to the data.

A radically different approach begins by applying
independent component analysis (ICA) to the concate-
nated single trial data [5,25,26]. ‘Linear data decompo-
sitions’, which include ICA, principal component analysis
(PCA; see Box 1) and its derivatives, separate multi-
channel data into a sum of activities of components each
comprised of a time course of its activity in every trial and a
single scalp map giving the strength of the volume-
conducted component activity at each scalp electrode. A
linear ICA decomposition is one whose component activi-
ties are most temporally independent in some sense [27],
and therefore also most temporally ‘distinct’. Given
adequate training data, runica, an automated form [28]
of the extended infomax ICA algorithm [27,29], can
identify the ICA components of the data concurrently
with high efficiency [30], even from hundreds of data
channels.

Information versus variance

Every EEG electrode montage acts as a set of spatial filters
of cortical field dynamics. ICA simply performs further
linear spatial filtering on the recorded data to cancel the
effects of summing of the volume-conducted cortical source
activities in each of the recording channels. ICA identifies
sources by finding distinctive sources of information in the
data. If the activity time courses of different EEG
components are relatively independent of one another,
their local field activities must be largely decoupled
physiologically. Thus, under favorable circumstances
ICA should separate EEG (or equally MEG) data into
physiologically and functionally distinct sources.

Results of actual data decompositions demonstrate that
ICA, applied to sufficiently large and clean high-density
EEG datasets, can separate out the large or small
activities, scalp maps, and scalp data contributions of
dozens of maximally independent information sources
whose scalp maps fit near-perfectly the dipolar projections
of cortical EEG sources [31–33] (see Figure 1). At the same
time, ICA separates the contributions of stereotyped non-
brain artifact signals including eye movements, line noise,
and muscle activities [34]. Applying runica to infomax ICA
(as implemented in [35]) to 71-channel data, we currently
recover nearly 20 maximally independent components

whose scalp maps reasonably resemble the projection of a
single dipole (or in some cases a bilaterally symmetric
dipole pair) [36] (Figure 2). Residual scalp map variance
for the best-fitting single- or dual-dipole model is often
surprisingly low (Figures 1,2) given the relative inaccur-
acy of the spherical head model we use to compute it.

ICA advantages

Unlike PCA, ICA does not require the scalp maps as well as
the time courses of the components to be orthogonal [37].
Unlike Laplacian sharpening filters [38], ICA separates
EEG sources with tangential as well as radial orientations
(Figure 1). That ICA decomposes the data into sources
with independent time courses and dipolar scalp maps,
without taking into account any information about head
geometry or electrode locations, strongly suggests that the
recovered components index physiologically distinct pro-
cesses. This result might surprise researchers accustomed
to thinking that EEG sources can only be separated by
directly solving the biophysical inverse problem, which is
heavily underdetermined even for moderate numbers of
sources [24]. Our comparisons of independent components
collected during performance of the same task across
subjects (based on scalp maps, power spectra, and/or other
activity measures), have revealed common groups of EEG
processes with distinct spatial and event-related dynamic
characteristics that together account for most of the non-
artifactual EEG. Not surprisingly, these component
clusters have much in common with traditionally recog-
nized types of EEG activity [5], albeit with enhanced
spatial definition and signal-to-noise ratio relative to the
single scalp electrode data [39].

Time/frequency analysis

Analysis of event-related changes in spectral power and
phase consistency across single trials time locked to
experimental events can characterize event-related per-
turbations in the oscillatory dynamics of ongoing EEG
signals. Applying such measures to the activity time
courses of separated independent component sources
avoids the confounds caused by positive and negative
potentials from different sources canceling each other at
the recording electrodes, and by misallocating to the
recording electrodes activity that originates in various,
often distant, cortical sources. We use the ERSP [4] to
measure event-locked changes in spectral power, and
inter-trial phase coherence (ITC, first introduced as
‘phase-locking factor’ [40]; see Box 1), to measure the
appearance and degree of this consistency near exper-
imental events. From the frequency-domain point of view,
ERPs are produced by this phase locking. Thus, ITC
images decompose the ERP into its constituent phase-
locked frequency bands (Figure 1), but provide additional
information about the relationship between the ERP and
whole EEG data.

An event-related time/frequency state space

Considered together, the ERSP and ITC provide a
conceptual framework for observing and modeling the
event-related brain dynamics that occur consistently
across a set of trials. The two measures can be said to
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form a ‘time/frequency state space’ that, at each trial
latency, has dimensions: (1) EEG frequency, (2) EEG power
relative to baseline (measured by ERSP), and (3) absolute
level of phase consistency (measured by ITC) (see
Figure 3). The spectral state-space model emphasizes
that event-related EEG phenomena generally have both
‘evoked’ and ‘induced’ aspects measured by ITC and ERSP
respectively. Figure 3 shows state-space locations indicat-
ing (‘pure’) narrow-band power decreases and increases
(event-related [local] desynchronization, ERD, and syn-
chronization, ERS, respectively [41]), and prototypic ERP
and partial phase-resetting (PPR) features. However,
every region in the space (e.g. ‘?’ in Figure 3) represents
an observable feature of event-related data. As an
example, the quite different trial-by-trial dynamics of
two bilaterally near-symmetric posterior independent
component processes are shown in Figure 2.

ERP-image visualization

ERP image plots are useful for visualizing trial-by-trial
consistencies in a set of event-related data trials [31,34].
Essentially, 2-D ERP images generalize 1-D ERP aver-
aging. Instead of simply summing all the data trials, trials
are first sorted in order of a relevant data or external
variable, optionally smoothed across neighboring trials in
the sorting order, and then plotted as a color-coded two-
dimensional image (Figure 2). ERP image plots con-
structed using an appropriate trial-sorting variable often
reveal trial-to-trial consistencies otherwise hidden in total
EEG variability, particularly when applied to the activities
of ICA sources. ERP image plots reveal that variability
across trials in the scalp data are usually the sum of
distinct and more constrained trial-to-trial variabilities in
the contributing independent source activities (as in
Figure 2). For example, trials sorted by subject reaction

Figure 1. Maximally independent EEG components compatible with a single cortical source. Scalp maps, ERSP and ITC images, and ERPs for two typical independent EEG

processes during visual letter encoding (green in images indicates p . 0.001) [35]. Below are the best-fitting equivalent current dipole (ECD) models (‘r.v.’ is the residual

scalp map variance across the 69 scalp electrodes). (a) Frontal midline theta component with radial ECD. Spectral power increases shown in the ERSP accompany weak

phase locking on ITC and slow ERP effects (mV as at Fz). (b) Mu-rhythm component with tangential ECD in right somatomotor cortex. Alpha- and beta-band (ERSP) power

changes, accompanied by partial phase locking (ITC) contributing to the component ERP.
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time clearly distinguish stimulus-locked and response-
locked ERP features [31].

Benefits of the new approach

Clearly, ‘evoked’ and ‘induced’ event-related EEG
dynamics are not mutually exclusive. Rather, event-
related spectral dynamics might occupy all portions of
the time/frequency state space (Figure 3), including
regions without a current acronym in the EEG literature.
Combining ICA preprocessing with time/frequency model-
ing has several benefits for cognitive neuroimaging and
neuroscience. ICA minimizes the influence of volume
conduction and identifies the activities of the individual
cortical sources. Their oscillatory dynamics can be more
physiologically plausible, more tightly linked to behavior,
and amenable to trial-by-trial analysis than conventional
ERP or ERSP measures applied to scalp data [5,28,31,39].
Possibly, the combined ICA time/frequency approach
might prove to index brain pathophysiology more

accurately than conventional measures. Ultimately, the
new approach may help to bring non-invasive and invasive
electrophysiological research into more direct relationship
[42]. An open source toolbox, EEGLAB, implementing the
analysis approach outlined here is freely available (www.
sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab; [35]).

Possible pitfalls

For some researchers accustomed to standard EEG
analysis methods, the ICA time/frequency approach
might amount to a perplexing paradigm shift. As with
most new methods, some user cautions are in order. First,
as a ‘blind’ separation technique, ICA cannot be guaran-
teed to yield physiologically meaningful results in each
and every case. Not every independent component is
equally robust statistically or equally plausible physio-
logically. The quality of an ICA decomposition can vary
considerably with the suitability of the input data, and
possibly with the ICA algorithm used. Second, not all

Figure 2. Independent EEG components with distinct event-related dynamics. (a) Bilateral component showing weak alpha phase resetting during partial alpha blocking.

From infomax decomposition of 700 31-channel trials during visual-spatial selective attention [5]. Top: component scalp map (as in Figure 1). Center: ERP image showing

color-coded single trials sorted by alpha phase in a three-cycle window centered at 500 ms, then smoothed with a 30-trial moving average (mV as at Oz). Weak partial phase

resetting is indicated by ‘joints’ in the phase distribution wavefronts near 500 ms. Lower traces: average ERP, ERSP and ITC time courses at the peak alpha frequency.

Shaded areas show non-significant values (p , 0.01). Weak but significant phase resetting (in ITC) produces ‘alpha ringing’ in the ERP even during alpha power decrease

(ERSP). Stronger potentials (red) near 500 ms reflect the slow positive offset and more precise phase sorting in this interval. Bottom: Dual-dipole model as in Figure 1.

(b) Bilateral component exhibiting a marked (‘true’) ERP. From infomax decomposition of 450 71-channel trials during visual letter encoding. ERP-image trials phase-sorted

at 9 Hz (mV as at O1). Inter-stimulus intervals were fixed, allowing pre-as well as post-stimulus phase-locking (ITC).
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frequency bands are treated equally by current ICA
methods. In our experience, gamma-band and near-DC
dynamics appear to be less well modeled than activity in
intermediate frequency bands [43]. The application of
time/frequency analysis to EEG data also involves
inherent trade-offs and uncertainties that should be
understood by researchers using these methods [35].
Finally, the same set of single-trial data, sorted by different
parameters, can produce quite different ERP image
representations. Care is required to understand how
these appearances can co-exist and to avoid over-inter-
preting or misinterpreting their details.

Future directions

Certainly, further research will be required to fully
evaluate the strengths, weaknesses and full implications
of the new approach (see Box 2). However, the analysis
model outlined here is still largely descriptive. Direct
generative models of cortical dynamics involving realistic,
multiscale finite-element modeling of field activity in
neuropile (the most common usage) are a worthwhile

goal. Current generative models [13,44–46] include many
free parameters. It would be desirable to find ways to
derive such models from actual data, using minimal
assumptions, possibly by using still more flexible ICA
approaches [43]. Methods for further characterizing trial-
to-trial variability and relating it to new and richer
measures of behaviors might also prove valuable. How-
ever, cognitive neuroscientists with access to carefully
recorded high-density EEG (and/or MEG) signals need not
wait to mine more of the rich lode of information about
event-related brain dynamics contained in their data.
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Box 2. Questions for future research

† Can the cortical extent of independent component (IC) sources be

determined?

† Can ICA model near-DC and high-frequency gamma band

dynamics?

†Which EEG/MEG phenomena do not fit the spatially fixed IC model?

† How similar are EEG source locations and dynamics across

subjects and tasks?

† How do EEG sources compare with local field activities recorded

invasively?

† In what ways can the time/frequency approach be usefully

generalized?

† How can trial-to-trial and subject-to-subject variability in EEG

dynamics best be characterized?
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The science publishers, Blackwell, Elsevier, the Harcourt Worldwide STM group, Wolters Kluwer International Health and Science,
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will be available for free or at significantly reduced prices to universities, medical schools, research and public institutions in developing
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